Argentina
Veronica Bloise (2017)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Argentina
Graciela Maria Vifuales Gutierrez (2016)
cenbarro@interserver.com.ar
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Australia
Philip Bennett (2016)
philippbennett777@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Water

Australia
Peter Brown (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

Australia
Fiona Bush (2016)
fiona.bush@unswalumni.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Australia
Robyn Clinch (2016)
rjclinch@yahoo.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Australia
Jane Cummins-Stuart (2017)
jane@jcis.net.au
Web: www.jcis.net.au
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Australia
Neil Hogg (2017)
neil.m.hogg@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Other
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Australia
Ece Kaya (2016)
e.kaya@westernsydney.edu.au
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Australia
(National representative)
Helen Lardner (2016)
h.lardner@hlcd.com.au
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Australia
Robyn Mullens (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Australia
Laraine Nelson (2016)
laraine@pacific.net.au
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Australia
Owen Peake (2017)
owen.peake@bigpond.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Australia
Michael Pearson (2017)
mike.p@ozemail.com.au
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Marine Transport
TICCIH Membership Directory

**Australia**

(TICCIH Board)
Iain Stuart (2017)
iain_stuart@optusnet.com.au
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Alison Wain (2016)
alison.wain58@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Helen Wilson (2016)
wilsonhelen@optusnet.com.au
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Ross Wood (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

**Belgium**

Bay Bernard (2016)
bernardbay@yahoo.fr
Web: bernardbay-photographe.eu
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Christopher Boon (2016)
christopherboon@hotmail.com
Web: christopherboon.wix.com/industrialheritage
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: None

Joaquin de Santos (2016)
joaquin.desantos@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

ETWIE: Contact: Tijl Vereenooghe (2016)
tijl@etwie.be
Web: www.etwie.be
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Pierre Laconte (2016)
pierre.laconte@ffue.org
Web: www.ffue.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

**Austria**

(National representative)
Guenter Dinhobl (2018)
guenter.dinhobl@ticcih.at
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Ute Georgeacopol-Winischhofer (2016)
ute.georg@ticcih.at
Web: www.ticcih.at
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Bridges

Roland Tusch (2016)
roland.tusch@boku.ac.at
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

**Brazil**

Beatriz Kühl (2017)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways
Brazil
(National representative)
(TICCIH Board)
Cristina Meneguello (2016)
cmeneguello@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Brazil
Ronaldo André Rodrigues da Silva (2016)
ronaldoandre@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Canada
Michelle Belanger (2016)
michelle.belanger.4@ulaval.ca
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Canada
Anja Borck (2016)
artborck@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Canada
Dinu Bumbaru (Life Member)
Email not published

Canada
Canadian Industrial Heritage Centre: John Kneale (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.canadianindustrialheritage.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Canada
Donna Carmichael (2016)
dxc547@bham.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

China
Liu Boying (2016)
liuboying@vip.sina.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

China
Yiping Dong (2016)
yiping.dong@xjtlu.edu.cn
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Chile
Jaime Migone Rettig (2018)
jaime.migone@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Canada
John Kneale (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

Canada
Ian McGillivray (2016)
mcgarch@rogers.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Wood

Canada
Susan Ross (2016)
susan.ross@carleton.ca
Web: carleton.ca/canadianstudies/people/susan-ross/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Water

Canada
Shawn Selway (2016)
selway@nas.net
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: None

Canada
John Kneale (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production
TICCIH Membership Directory

China
Dongping Guan (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

China
Dongping Guan (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

China
Kuang Li (2017)
likuang_top@sina.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage Conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

China
Yaohui Shao (2016)
shao.yh@hotmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

China
Gaofeng Wang (2016)
gaofeng218@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

China
Jin Zhang (2016)
culturepro@126.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

China
Su Zhang (2017)
zsotto@163.com
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

China
Lan Zhou (2017)
zhoulan@miit-icdc.org
Web: www.miit.icdc.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Colombia
Roberto Lleras (2016)
Roberto.Lleras.rl@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Cyprus
Sebnem Hoskara (2017)
sebnem.hoskara@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial Architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Other

Czech Republic
CTU Prague, Fac. of Civil Engineering, Dpt. of Architecture: Jana Horicka (2016)
jana.horicka@fsv.cvut.cz
Web: http://k129.cz/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Czech Republic
Research Centre for Industrial Heritage FA CTU Prague: Jan Zikmund (2016)
vcpd@vcpd.cvut.cz
Web: vcpd.cvut.cz/en/
www.industrialnistopy.cz
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Czech Republic
Továrná o.p.s., správa industriálních nemovitostí, Contact: Šárka Jiroušková (2017)
staracistirna@gmail.com
Web: www.staracistirna.cz
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Water

Estonia
Henry Kuningas (2016)
henry.kuningas@artun.ee
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: None
**Estonia**
Kaie Metsaots (2016)
kaie.metsaots@emu.ee
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

**Finland**
Seija Linnanmaki (2016)
seija.linnanmaki@viapori.fi
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

**Finland**
(National representative)
TICCIH Finland: contact: Hannu Matikka (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: None
Primary Thematic Sector: None

**France**
Louis André (2016)
louisandre966@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Paper

**France**
APIC: Herve Loïc (2016)
hervelo@wanadoo.fr
Web: www.patrimoineindustriel-apic.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural & food production

**France**
Monique Chapelle (2016)
mechapelle@aol.com

**France**
Dominique Charpentier (2016)
Email not published

**France**
Florence Charpigny (2016)
Florence.Charpigny@univ-lyon2.fr
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

**France**
Julie Curutchet (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

**France**
Gracia Dorel-Ferré (2017)
gracia.dorel@gmail.com
Web: www.patrimoineindustriel-apic.com/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

**France**
Geneviève Dufresne (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research

**France**
Michaela Florescu (2016)
michaela.florescu@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

**France**
Dominique Fournier (2016)
dominique.fournier64@orange.fr
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

**France**
Jean-Louis Kerouanton (2016)
jean-louis.kerouanton@univ-nantes.fr
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Marine Transport
France
Florent Laroche (2016)
florent.laroche@irccyn.ec-nantes.fr
Web: www.florentlaroche.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mechanical Engineering

France
Pascale Nachez (2016)
pascale.nachez@uha.fr
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

France
Ana Porraz (2017)
marianelaporraz@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

France
Paul Smith (2016)
paul.smith@culture.gouv.fr
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

France
Cristina Sucala (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Germany
Judith Fait (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Germany
Karsten Feucht (2016)
mail@karsten-feucht.de
Web: www.transform-architecture.de
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Germany
Kornelius Goetz (2017)
goetz@restaurierungsberatung.de
Web: www.restaurierungsberatung.de/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Germany
Friederike Hansell (2016)
friederike.hansell@iwtg.tu-freiberg.de
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Germany
Rolf Hoehmann (2016)
bfi-darmstadt@t-online.de
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Germany
Katharina Hornscheidt (2016)
hornscheidt@industriekultur.berlin
Web: www.industriekultur.berlin
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Germany
Stefan Klink (2017)
info@st-klink.de
Web: www.st-klink.de/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Germany
(TICCIH Board)
Helmuth Albrecht (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: None
Germany
Nico Kupfer (2016)
nico.kupfer@googlemail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Germany
Burkhard Pahl (2016)
pahl@wifa.uni-leipzig.de
Web: www.wifa.uni-leipzig.de/igb/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Germany
Dirk J. Peters (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Bridges

Germany
Regionalverband Ruhr (RVR): Contact: Marion Steiner (2016)
steiner@rvr-online.de
Web: www.route-industriekultur.de
Primary Field of Interest: Combined interest in education & research, industrial tourism and landscape interpretation
Primary Thematic Sector: Global/Local Group: Special focus on infrastructure and regional development

Germany
Anne Scheinhardt (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Germany
Ulrich Schildberg (2016)
uilrich.schildberg@web.de
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Germany
Dietrich Soyez (2016)
d.soyez@uni-koeln.de
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Manufacturing industry

Germany
Marion Steiner (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.rhondda.de
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Hydro electricity and electro-chemicals

Germany
(National representative)
Norbert Tempel (2016)
norbert.tempel@lw.org
Web: www.industrie-kultur.de
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Germany
Völklinger Hütte World Heritage Site (2016)
Meinrad.Grewenig@voelklinger-huette.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Germany 66333
Meinrad Maria Grewenig (2017)
meinrad.grewenig@voelklinger-huette.org
Web: http://www.voelklinger-huette.org/

Greece
Olga Deligianni (2016)
odeligianni@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Greece
Andromachi Economou (2016)
mahioiko@otenet.gr
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

Greece
Georgia Zacharopoulou (2017)
gzachar.heritage@gmail.com
Web: https://ypppo.academia.edu/GeorgiaZacharopoulou
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Email/Website</th>
<th>Field of Interest</th>
<th>Thematic Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Maria Elena De Arce</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mdearce@cempro.com">mdearce@cempro.com</a></td>
<td>Industrial museums</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Rubén Larios</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lariosruben57@yahoo.com">lariosruben57@yahoo.com</a></td>
<td>Industrial archaeology</td>
<td>Railways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Claudia Quintanilla</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:la_calucha@hotmail.com">la_calucha@hotmail.com</a></td>
<td>Industrial museums</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Martin Critchley</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mcritchley@era.ie">mcritchley@era.ie</a></td>
<td>Industrial archaeology</td>
<td>Mining &amp; Collieries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>IHAI- Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:secretary@ihai.ie">secretary@ihai.ie</a></td>
<td>Education and research</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Mary McMahon</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Email not published</td>
<td>Heritage conservation</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Sharron Schwartz</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sschwartz@era.ie">sschwartz@era.ie</a></td>
<td>Industrial archaeology</td>
<td>Mining &amp; Collieries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Alessandra Brignola</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alessandrabrignola@gmail.com">alessandrabrignola@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Industrial tourism</td>
<td>Global/Local Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Dr. Federico Ottolenghi</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sestoperlunesco@sestosg.net">sestoperlunesco@sestosg.net</a></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>ICCROM Library</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td><a href="mailto:library@iccrom.org">library@iccrom.org</a></td>
<td>Heritage conservation</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Italy
Rossella Maspoli (2016)
rossella.maspoli@polito.it
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Italy
(National representative)
(TICCIH Board)
Massimo Preite (2016)
preite@unifi.it
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Italy
Oana Cristina Tiganea (2016)
oanatoc@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

Japan
Chubu Society for the Industrial Heritage: Contact Shoji Ishida (2016)
ishida96@tcp-ip.or.jp
Web: csih.sakura.ne.jp/index.html
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mechanical Engineering

Japan
So Hatano (2016)
sohatano@tm.u-ryukyu.ac.jp
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Japan
Daijiro Kitagawa (2016)
kitagawa03@tobunken.go.jp
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Bridges

Japan
Toshitaka Matsuura (2016)
jpticcih@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Japan
Yoko Nakai (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Japan
(National representative)
(TICCIH Board)
Akira Oita (2018)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Japan
Masaaki Okada (2016)
okd@orion.ocn.ne.jp
Web: https://www.facebook.com/masaaki.okada.77
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Japan
Shuichi Takeichi (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Bridges

Japan
Kanji Tamagawa (2016)
tamagawa@kf7.so-net.ne.jp
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Lithuania
Aida Stelbiene (2016)
aida.stelbiene@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Malta
Robert Ghirlando (2016)
robert.ghirlando@um.edu.mt
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mechanical Engineering
**Mexico**

Nerina Karen Aguilar Robledo (2016)
neryoliwani@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Mexico

Archivo Historico y Museu de Mineria; Contact: Marco A. Hernández Badillo (2016)
ahmm@prodigy.net.mx
Web: www.distritominero.com.mx/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation, Industrial museums & Archives
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Mexico

Mariano Castellanos Arenas (2016)
castellanos.arenas@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Cultural landscape
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Mexico

Camilo Contreras (2017)
camilo@colef.mx
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Mexico

Federico de la Torre (2016)
fdttorre@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial history of Science and Technology
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles, Paper, Iron

Mexico

Victoria Leticia Gamboa (2016)
vicletgam@yahoo.com.mx
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial History, Architectural industry
Primary Thematic Sector: Textile industry, Urban & civil architectural heritage

Mexico

José Luis García Rubacalva **TICCIH México President** (2016)
siareags@yahoo.com.mx
Web: www.ticcihmexico.org/
Primary Field of Interest: Urban architectural heritage, Rehabilitation of industrial sites
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Mexico

Iván Hernández Ibar, TICCIH Mexico President (2016)
ivanibar@hotmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial Archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Mexico

Luis Antonio Ibáñez González (2016)
luisibanez@live.com.mx
Primary Field of Interest: Urban architectural heritage, electric industry, textile factories, mining
Primary Thematic Sector: Hydro electricity and electro-chemicals

Mexico

Junta de Protección y Conservación de Monumentos y Zonas Típicas del Estado de Zacatecas, Contact: Rafael Sánchez Preza (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining

Mexico

Humberto Morales Moreno (2016)
hmoreno98@yahoo.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Mexico

(National representative)
(TICCIH Board)
Belem Oviedo Gámez (2016)
bogticcihmex@gmail.com
Web: www.ticcihmexico.org/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation, Archives, Industrial Museums

Mexico

Laura Y. Pacheco Urista (2016)
laura.leo24@hotmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Historical Research of Industrial Heritage
Primary Thematic Sector: Hydroelectric power, social impact of electricity, agroindustrial heritage

Mexico

Maria De La Cruz Ríos Yanez (2016)
riosmaricruz@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Archives, rehabilitation of industrial sites
Primary Thematic Sector: Flour mills
Mexico
Mariano Torres Bautista (2016)
mariano.torres@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial heritage, sustainable tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

Netherlands
Theodora Chatzi Rodopoulou (2016)
T.ChatziRodopoulou@tudelft.nl
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Netherlands
Giuseppina Irene Curulli (2016)
g.i.curulli@tue.nl
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

Netherlands
Karin Stadhouders (2017)
r.c.m.stadhouders@arch.leidenuniv.nl
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

New Zealand
Paul Mahoney (2016)
pmahoney@doc.govt.nz
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Wood

Norway
Ulf Ingemar Gustafsson (2016)
uffe111@hotmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Norway
Norwegian Petroleum Museum; Contact: Finn Harald Sandberg (2016)
finnharald@norskolje.museum.no
Web: www.norskolje.museum.no/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

Norway
(National representative)
Gustav Rossnes (TICCIH Norway) (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Norway
Norwegian Mining Museum; Contact: Finn Harald Sandberg (2016)
finnharald@norskolje.museum.no
Web: www.norskolje.museum.no/
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Poland
Przemysław Jakiel (2016)
Email not published

Poland
Bartosz Walczak (2016)
bartosz.walczak@p.lodz.pl
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

Portugal
Associação Portuguesa para o Património Industrial APPI (TICCIH Portugal): c/o José Manuel Lopes Cordeiro (2016)
appi.dir@gmail.com
Web: www.museudaindustriatextil.org/appi/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Portugal
(National representative)
José Manuel Lopes Cordeiro (2016)
jmlopes.cordeiro@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles
Portugal
João Sequeira (2016)
jlpbsequeira@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

Serbia
Anica Tufegdzic (2016)
atarher@gmail.com
Web: www.arhns.uns.ac.rs/indtech/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Global/Local Group

Republic of Korea
Kang Dongjin (2016)
conkang@naver.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Slovakia
Eva Belláková (2016)
bellakova@fa.stuba.sk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

Romania
Radu Andrei (2017)
radu.andrei@tuiasi.ro
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial Architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

Slovenia
(National representative)
Sonja Ifko (2016)
sonja.ifko@fa.uni-lj.si
Web: www.slo-ind-ded.si
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Global/Local Group

Romania
Gabriela Pascu (2017)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Education and Research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Slovenia
Marko Kumer (2016)
marko.kumer@guest.arnes.si
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Russian Federation
Olga Shipitsyna (2016)
oshipsita@usaaa.ru
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

Slovenia
SVAMZ (Slovenska Veteranska Avto Moto Zveza): Contact:
Natasa Jerina (2016)
info@svamz.com
Web: www.svamz.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Russian Federation
Nadezda Solonina (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

Spain
(TICCIH Board)
Eusebi Casanelles (Hon President)
eusebicasanelles@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: All

Serbia
(National representative)
Krsti Paskovic (2016)
propeller_danube@yahoo.com
Web: www.inlandwaterwaysinternational.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Spain
James Douet (2017)
jdouet@movistar.es
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: None
Spain
Jaume Matamala (Honorary Member)
jaumematamalacura@gmail.com

Spain
Rita Ruiz (2016)
rita.ruiz@uclm.es
Web: blog.uclm.es/ritaruiz/author/ritaruiz-uclmes/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Modern road heritage

Sweden
(National representative)
Jan af Geijerstam (2016)
jan@geijerstam.se
Web: www.sim.se

Sweden
Stina Andersson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
(TICCIH Board)
Dag Avango (2016)
avango@kth.se
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

Sweden
Tom Bergström (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Bjerking AB (2016)
magnus.olof-ors@bjerking.se
Web: www.bjerking.se

Sweden
Karl Ceder (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Ida Dicksson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Elisabeth Ek (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Carl Eklund (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
John Eklund (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Ekomuseum bergslagen (2016)
info@ekomuseum.se
Web: ekomuseum.se

Sweden
Ola Ekström (2016)
Email not published
Sweden
Fengerfors bruk (2016)
Email not published
Web: bruket.se/

Sweden
Flygvapenmuseum (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.flygvapenmuseum.se/

Sweden
Föreningen Hälleforsnäs Gjuterimuseum (2016)
info@gjuterimuseum.se
Web: www.gjuterimuseum.se/

Sweden
Fox design AB (2016)
Email not published
Web: foxdesign.se/

Sweden
Sven Fredén (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Carl-Magnus Gagge (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Gunhild Granath (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Gränsfors yxmuseum (2016)
axes@gransfors.com
Web: www.gransforsbruk.com/

Sweden
Anders Houltz (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Maths Isacson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Lars Jacobson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Jernkontoret (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.jernkontoret.se

Sweden
Anders Johnson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Eric Julihn (2016)
eric.julihn@telia.com
Primary Field of Interest: All
Primary Thematic Sector: All
Sweden
Lena Knutsson Udd (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Bosse Lagerqvist (2016)
bosse.lagerqvist@conservation.gu.se
Web: www.conservation.gu.se/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research

Sweden
Anders Lindeberg-Lindvet (2016)
anders.lindeberg-lindvet@tekniskamuseet.se
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Communications

Sweden
Rolf Lindström (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Helena Lundgren (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Klas Lundkvist (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Anders Lundqvist (2016)
anders.o.lundqvist@bredband.net

Sweden
Att.: Christina Shaerer Marks kommun, Rydals Museum (2016)
yrdalsmuseum@mark.se
Web: www.mark.se/rydalsmuseum

Sweden
Dag Midbøe (2016)
dag@midboe.se

Sweden
Mikael Mildén (2016)
mikael.milden@gmail.com

Sweden
Mölndals Stadsmuseum (2016)
ulla.hasselqvist@molndal.se
Web: www.museum.molndal.se/

Sweden
Motorhistoriska Riksförbundet (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.mhrf.se

Sweden
NAV – Industrihistoria och arbetslivsmuseer i Väst (2016)
info@navivast.se
Web: www.navivast.se

Sweden
Bengt Norling (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.industrikultur.se/
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Others
Sweden
Maria Öhman (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Sven Örnsten (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Frederic Plambeck (2016)
f.plambeck@gmx.net

Sweden
Regionmuseet i Skåne (2016)
byggnadsvard@regionmuseet.se
Web: www.regionmuseet.se/english_start.htm

Sweden
Per Rempe (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Robertsfors Brukmuseum med Bruksjärnväg (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.robertsfors.se/kultur-fritid/kultur/museer/robertsfors-bruksmuseum/

Sweden
Lars Rydergård (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
S A Wetterlings Manufaktur (2016)
info@wetterlings.com

Sweden
Marie Sandberg (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Stefan Sjödahl (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Jennie Sjöholm (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Eva Dahlström Rittsél (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Skellefteå museum (2016)
lage.johansson@skellefteamuseum.se
Web: skellefteamuseum.se/
Sweden
Stiftelsen Arbetets Museum (2016)
marinette.fogde@arbetetsmuseum.se
Web: www.arbetetsmuseum.se

Sweden
Stiftelsen Jönköpings läns museum (2016)
britt-marie.borjesgard@jkpglm.se
Web: www.jkpglm.se/

Sweden
Stiftelsen Nordiska Museet (2016)
Lena.palmqvist@nordiskamuseet.se
Web: www.nordiskamuseet.se

Sweden
Stiftelsen Pythagoras (2016)
pythagoras@pythagorasmuseum.se
Web: www.pythagorasmuseum.se/

Sweden
Stiftelsen Stora Kopparberget. Falu gruva (2016)
lena.myrberg@falugruva.se
Web: www.falugruva.se/en/

Sweden
Stiftelsen Världsarvet Grimeton (2016)
camilla.lugnet@grimeton.org
Web: www.grimeton.org/

Sweden
Svenska Byggnadsvårdsföreningen (2016)
kansli@byggnadsvard.se
Web: www.byggnadsvard.se

Sweden
Svenska Skoindustrimuseet (2016)
lilian.edstrom@kumla.se
Web: www.skoindustrimuseet.se

Sweden
Anders Svensson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
TAM-Arkiv (2016)
tam-arkiv@tam-arkiv.se
Web: www.tam-arkiv.se/

Sweden
Tekniska museet (2016)
info@tekniskamuseet.se
Web: www.tekniskamuseet.se/1/start_en.html

Sweden
Textilmuseet (2016)
ulrika.kullenberg@boras.se
Web: www.textilmuseet.se

Sweden
Anders Tholsson (2016)
Email not published

Sweden
Johan Sundberg (2016)
Email not published
Sweden
Trafikverket, Sveriges Järnvägsmuseum (2016)
katarina.sandberg@trafikverket.se
Web: www.trafikverket.se/jarnvagsmuseum/

Sweden
Tumba bruksmuseum (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.tumbabruksmuseum.se

Sweden
Uppsala Industriminnesförening (2016)
oweostina@bredband.net
Web: www.uppsalaindustriminnesforening.se/

Sweden
Västarvet Forsvik industriminnen (2016)
jan.johansson@vgregion.se
Web: www.vastarvet.se/sv/Vastarvet/

Sweden
Västmanlands läns museum (2017)
lansmuseet@ltv.se
Web: www.vastmanlandsiansmuseum.se

Sweden
Björn Wadén (2016)
Email not published

Switzerland
Patrick Giromini (2016)
patrick.giromini@epfl.ch
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Switzerland
Toni Häfliger (2017)
toni.haefliger@bluewin.ch
Web: www.tonihaefliger.ch/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

Taiwan
Bureau of Cultural Heritage (BOCH) (2016)
ch0133@boch.gov.tw
Web: www.boch.gov.tw/boch/

Taiwan
Yachi Ching (2017)
aaarch.ching@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage Conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Taiwan
(Horizontal representative)
(TICCIH Board)
Hsiao-Wei Lin (2016)
linhw23@cycu.edu.tw
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Global/Local Group

Taiwan
Ming-Chung Tsai (2016)
suzer.tsaigoo@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

Taiwan
Chia-Ling Wu (2016)
ing8811@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage Conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

Taiwan
Minchih Yang (2017)
Email not published
Web: www.cyut.edu.tw/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Manufacturing industry
Turkey
Elif Acar Bilgin (2016)
e lifab@uludag.edu.tr
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

Turkey
Açalya Alpan (2016)
acalyaalpan@gmail.com
Web: gazi.academia.edu/AcalyaAlpan
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Global/Local Group

Turkey
Burak Asiliskender (2016)
burak.asiliskender@agu.edu.tr
Web: asiliskender.wordpress.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

Turkey
Nilufer Baturayoglu Yoney (2016)
nilufer.yoney@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: None

United Kingdom
Association for Industrial Archaeology (Exchange)
aianewsletter@btinternet.com

United Kingdom
Rowan Julie Brown (2016)
rowanjulie@icloud.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

United Kingdom
Robert Carr (2017)
rjmcarr.london@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

United Kingdom
Ken Catford (2017)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: None

United Kingdom
Mike Clarke (2017)
mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Web: www.mikeclarke.myzen.co.uk/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and Research
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

United Kingdom
Henry Cleere (Hon Mem)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: All
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

United Kingdom
Neil Cossons (Hon Chair)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: All

United Kingdom
Maria Dimitriou (2016)
md528@kent.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

United Kingdom
Keith Falconer (2016)
keithfalconer@blueyonder.co.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

United Kingdom
Barry Gamble (2016)
BarryPGamble@aol.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries
United Kingdom
Ian Gilbert (2017)
ian.m.gilbert@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

United Kingdom
(TICCIH Board)
Stephen Hughes (2016)
secretary@ticcih.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

United Kingdom
Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust (2016)
Email not published
Web: www.ironbridge.org.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Tourism

United Kingdom
Bryan Lintott (2016)
Bryan@bjlintott.com
Web: BJLintott.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

United Kingdom
Elena Morar (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

United Kingdom
New Lanark Trust - Contact: Lorna Davidson (2016)
lorna.davidson@newlanark.org
Web: www.newlanark.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

United Kingdom
Charles Ogletorpe (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial tourism
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

United Kingdom
(TICCIH Board)
Miles Ogletorpe (2016)
miles.ogletorpe@hes.scot
Web: www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

United Kingdom
Hilary Orange (2016)
h.orange@ucl.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

United Kingdom
Lynn Pearson (2016)
lynnpearson2@btinternet.com
Web: lynnpearson.net/
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

United Kingdom
Joe Raine (2016)
jxr436@bham.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

United Kingdom
Alan Telford (2016)
alantelford69@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

United Kingdom
Ben Thomas (2017)
B.Thomas.13@unimail.winchester.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: None

United Kingdom
Anne Thomas-Cumming (2018)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
TICCIH Membership Directory

United Kingdom
Barrie Trinder (Hon Mem)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

United Kingdom
Robert Turner (2016)
robert.turner@eura.co.uk
Web: www.eura.co.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

United Kingdom
Mark Watson (2016)
mark.watson@hes.scot
Web: twitter.com/markrustbucket
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Textiles

United Kingdom
Roger White (2016)
r.h.white@bham.ac.uk
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
John Arnold (2016)
jdarnold@mtu.edu
Web: www.jdmarnold.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Howard Bossen (2016)
bossen@msu.edu
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

USA
Gabriela Campagnol (2016)
campagnol@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

USA
Betsy Fahlman (2016)
fahlman@asu.edu
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

USA
Robert M. Frame (2016)
bob.frame@meadhunt.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production

USA
Barbara George (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

USA
Amanda Gronhovd (2016)
gronhovd@10000lakesarchaeology.com
Web: www.10000LakesArchaeology.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Patrick Harshbarger, Editor, SIA Newsletter (Comp)
phsianews@aol.com

USA
Duncan Hay (2016)
duncan_hay@nps.gov
Web: www.eriecanalway.org
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

USA
David Hayes (2016)
david_hay_stx@yahoo.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Agricultural and food production
USA
Robert Kapsch (2016)
RobertKapsch@aol.com
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Canals

USA
Miriam Kelly (2016)
miriam_g_kelly@hotmail.com
Web: www.miriamkelly.org
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

USA
Timothy Kotlensky (2016)
takotlensky@graypape.com
Web: mtu.academia.edu/TArronKotlensky
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

USA
Zachary Liollio (2017)
liozac0261@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

USA
Patrick Malone (2016)
Email not published
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Energy & Power

USA
Frank Matero (2017)
fgmatero@design.upenn.edu
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry

USA
William McNiece (2016)
mncniece@indy.rr.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology

USA
Anthony Meadow (2016)
tmeadow@ferrumwest.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Metallurgy

USA
Patrick Martin (2016)
pemartin@mtu.edu
Web: www.industrialarchaeology.net
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Bode Morin (2016)
bjomorin@gmail.com
Web: www.eckleyminersvillagemuseum.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Kett Murphy (2016)
Email not published

USA
William Panczner (2016)
pangea@tampabay.rr.com
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Brendan Pelto (2016)
bpelto@bgsu.edu
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial archaeology
Primary Thematic Sector: Art and Industry
USA
Sunny Peterson (2016)
Sunny.Menozzi@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Iron & Steel

USA
David Ruebsamen (2017)
druelsamen@wans.net
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Others

USA
Timothy Scarlett (2016)
scarlett@mtu.edu
Web: www.mtu.edu/social-sciences/department/faculty/scarlett/
Primary Field of Interest: Education and research
Primary Thematic Sector: Ceramic and Heavy Clay Industries

USA
James Somerville (2016)
somerjp@alaska.net
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial museums
Primary Thematic Sector: Mining & Collieries

USA
Peter Stott (2016)
ph.stott@gmail.com
Primary Field of Interest: Documentation and recording
Primary Thematic Sector: Bridges

USA
qi tang (2016)
tang_qi@swjtu.edu.cn
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways

USA
Casey Weisdock (2016)
cweis@design.upenn.edu
Primary Field of Interest: Heritage conservation
Primary Thematic Sector: Ceramic and Heavy Clay Industries

USA
Yifeng Zhang (2016)
yzhang@superstructures.com
Primary Field of Interest: Industrial architecture
Primary Thematic Sector: Railways